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Not just another 
climate conference?

WCC-3 will establish an 
international framework to 
guide the development of 
climate services which will link 
science-based climate 
predictions and information with 
climate-risk management and 
adaptation to climate variability 
and change throughout the 
world.   

Conference Theme
The overarching theme of the 
Conference is "Climate 
prediction and information for 
decision-making: focusing on 
scientific advances in seasonal 
to interannual timescales, 
taking into account multi-
decadal prediction". 

The Programme 
The Conference programme 
will be implemented through six 
plenary sessions, 12 parallel 
sessions, three round tables 
and several poster sessions, in 
addition to the High-level 
Segment sessions. 

More Expected Outcomes 
The major expected outcome of 
the Conference is an 
international framework 
facilitating efforts to reduce the 
risks and realize the benefits 
associated with current and 
future climate conditions by 
incorporating climate prediction 
and information services into 
decision-making.  
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You may well have thought that the IABM had disappeared off the face of the earth! 

This edition of UP FRONT started in November last year, with the idea of being distributed before 

the seasonal holiday. Then it was going to go out early in the new year - then February - then 

March - now finally ready for the Spring. The reason was the frantic negotiations going on behind 

the scenes over our participation in Expo 2010 against a growing world financial crisis. 

After all this work, we are sorry to say that the chances of holding the 2nd World Conference on 

Broadcast Meteorology (WCBM-2) in Shanghai in 2010 have evaporated. Gerald Fleming reports 

on page 3 on what remains of any participation for the IABM in Shanghai.

So, we have had to do some very quick somersaults and come up with an alternative, but albeit 

on a much reduced scale. As usual the problem is one of funding, and as the international crisis 

has developed there have been pressures on all areas not least of all broadcasting. Those of you 

who work for commercial stations would have already seen the cut-backs.

We are therefore joining up with other organisations to provide a short conference during the 

WCC-3, a very important international conference which will provide input to the COP15 

conference in December. Our partners are the CBN-E (Climate Broadcasters Network Europe) 

and the WMO. Members of CBN-E will be fully funded through European Union, and the WMO 

will be providing conference facilities. The WMO is also working with other agencies to find 

funding for broadcasters from developing countries. This event will be open to all members of the 

IABM, who will be welcome at the broadcast part of the conference - but  will have to find their  

own funding. 

More detail follows in this publication.......  and keep looking at the web site...

Also we shall be holding the Annual General Meeting of the IABM during the conference, so 

please take this Newsletter as a formal announcement.   
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The sessions (COP 15) of the 
United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change 
is open to Parties of the 
Convention and Observer 
States (Governments), the 
United Nations System and 
observer organizations duly 
admitted by the Conference of 
the Parties. In addition, 
accredited press is allowed to 
cover the proceedings of the 
Convention.

Parties:
Governments nominate their 
respective representatives to 
participate and negotiate at the 
sessions of the Convention and 
the Kyoto Protocol. This may 
include ministers, negotiators, 
and those who the 
Governments consider are 
necessary to achieve their goals 
during the sessions. 

The United Nations System: 
The United Nations bodies, 
specialized agencies and 
related organizations (such as 
WMO, UNEP, IPCC, the World 
Bank, GEF) are allowed to 
observe the proceedings. Each 
organization nominates a 
number of representatives to 
attend the sessions at their 
discretion. 

Observer Organizations: 
The Convention allows the 
intergovernmental 
organizations and the civil 
society organizations to observe 
the sessions of the Convention 
and the Kyoto Protocol. For that 
purpose, they have to apply for 
admission by the Conference of 
the Parties. Organizations who 
may wish to observe have to 
complete the process of 
admission which is under the 
responsibility of the UNFCCC 
secretariat. 

VIEW FROM THE CHAIR

Welcome to Edition 
#26 of Up Front! 
 

As many of you read this, the autumn leaves 

have long since fallen, winter weather has 

almost come and gone and for a lucky few, 

warmer weather is just around the corner. No 

matter where you live, the changing weather 

reminds us of the passage of time. For the 

committee of the IABM the passage of time 

without a publication of “Up Front”, remains 

problematic. We struggle both financially and 

for written content. So let me make a request 

to our members ‐ if you can think of a 

potential funding source that we may not be 

aware of, or might have previously 

overlooked, and could tap into – please just 

drop anyone of us a note. Also – remember 

that we are “your voice” – feel free to 

contribute to the content of the publication 

at any time. 

Now, with all that being said, the world wide 

economic crisis has hit us hard and plans for 

the Second World Conference, in conjunction 

with the World Exposition in Shanghai, China 

in 2010, have changed. Details of what 

remains of the planned conference can be 

found on page 3.

In the meantime, we are planning to meet in 

Geneva in early September 2009. Together 

with the CBN‐E, we will take part in the World 

Climate Conference‐3 

(http://www.wmo.int/wcc3/). Quick 

discussions with the conference organisers 

have lead them to ask us to moderate 

roundtable talks on the growing need for 

timely, understandable and relevant climate 

information.  

We have also been painfully aware that 

collecting membership dues over the years 

has been fraught with problems. So we have 

adopted a new, hopefully much easier way 

for you to pay the annual subscription fee. If 

you log onto the homepage (www.iabm.org) 

about mid way down the page you’ll notice a 

white sign that says “FeePay”. By clicking on 

the attached link there is a description of how 

to use FeePay. Please use this system from 

now on to pay your annual membership fee. 

In spite of the aforementioned issues, we 

have managed to meet several times last 

year. We held a very successful 1‐day 

conference in Zaragoza, Spain and we held 

our AGM in conjunction with the European 

Meteorological Society’s Annual Meeting in 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands in October 

2008. 

I would love to see us continue to meet on a 

regular basis, and obviously occasionally on 

the “other side” of the Atlantic – a constantly 

jet lagged Chairman is really not that much 

fun!

Claire‐The‐Chair
Claire Martin

Chief Meteorologist, CBC News: Weather Centre

United Nations

Climate Change 
Conference
Dec 7 - Dec 18
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This World Expo is the latest in a series of 
Expositions or World Fairs going back to the 
middle of the 19th century – the first was in 
Crystal Palace, London in 1851. The concept 
is to demonstrate advances in manufacturing 
and technology, and the Expo site is usually 
organised around national and thematic 
pavilions, where each country or professional 
community showcases it’s cultural and 
business attractions.

The Shanghai World Expo 2010 takes as its 
theme “Better City, Better Life”. Like most 
large cities, Shanghai has had considerable 
environmental problems deriving from its 
rapid growth, and the city authorities have 
put a lot of effort into tackling these; clearing 
up the river and waterfront (the famous 
“Bund”); building a 21st century public 
transport infrastructure; improving the 
quality and design of the built environment, 
and taking measures to promote cleaner air. 
In short, making the city a better place to 
live.

The World Meteorological Organisation, 
working closely with the Chinese Met 
Administration (CMA)and the Shanghai 
Meteorological Bureau, became involved 
with the Shanghai Expo project at a very 
early stage (the earliest, in fact – the WMO 
were the first International Organisation to 
sign up for a pavilion with the Expo 
organisers). The plan is to use the Expo 
period (the exhibition is open for six months, 
from May to October 2010) to run a series of 
projects under the general umbrella of Multi-
Hazard, Early Warnings Systems. This 
concept envisages a warnings system which 
can alert citizens and specialised users of a 
variety of meteorological and environmental 
hazards, ranging from severe thunderstorms 
to air pollution episodes.  

The climatology of the region identifies a 
number of meteorological hazards; in 
addition, the topography, surface features 

and urban heat island effect play important 
roles in Shanghai’s weather. Except for a few 
hills lying in the southwest corner, most 
parts of the Shanghai area are flat, belonging 
to the alluvial plain of the Yangtze River 
Delta. The average sea level elevation is 
about 4 m. Dotted with many rivers and 
lakes, the Shanghai area is known for its rich 
water resources. 

Shanghai receives an average annual rainfall 
of 1,200 mm, with nearly 60% of the 
precipitation coming during the April-
September warm season, which will largely 
overlap the time period of the Expo. The 
summer of Shanghai is hot and humid; July 
and August are Shanghai's hottest months 
with average highs of 32.4C, with a daytime 
humidity average of 75%.

On average there are 15 rainy days and 8 
thunderstorm days per month during the 
period of the Expo. Records suggest that 2-3 
tropical cyclones may impact on Shanghai 
during an average year. 

One project in preparation is the World Expo 
Nowcasting Services (WENS) project. This is 
focussed on the very short-range forecast 
(essentially the forecast of severe convective 
events) and, crucially, on the services 
provided to the public rather than on the 
forecasting systems and processes. Clearly, 
the experience of weather broadcasters 
forms an important input into a project such 
as this, which fundamentally aims to improve 
the communication channels whereby 
critical weather information is transferred to 
users and the general public. 

So where does the IABM fit into the picture? 
The WMO and the Chinese Meteorological 
Administration (CMA) will jointly host a large 
pavilion for the duration of the World Expo; 
within this will be exhibits from 
meteorological organisations such as 
Eumetsat as well as information about the 
world’s meteorological system. There are 

plans to site a working forecast office in this 
pavilion also, possibly linked to the WENS 
project mentioned above.  One facility that 
would attract the crowds would be a mock-
up of a weather studio, complete with 
weather graphics and blue screen etc. 

The Chinese authorities have proposed a 
joint initiative with IABM of holding “master 
classes” in weather broadcasting in the Expo 
pavilion from May 10th to 12th. The WMO/CMA 
pavilion will have its own “special day” 
during the Expo on May 9th and there is a 
further proposal that the IABM, the Shanghai 
Meteorological Bureau, and the Huafeng 
Group (the audio-visual company owned by 
the CMA, which produces the great majority 
of weather broadcasts in China) would jointly 
organise the activities in and around the 
pavilion for this Open Day, with 20-40 
weather broadcasters from around the world 
invited to attend. 

A separate plan is for the IABM to conduct 
training courses in weather broadcasting for 
young meteorologists in Nanjing University 
(Nanjing is a couple of hours by road or rail 
from Shanghai). This University is home to a 
meteorological department that trains the 
majority of Chinese meteorologists as well as 
many overseas students; about 2,000 
students of meteorology at any given time. 

The IABM have entered into discussions with 
WMO, the Shanghai Meteorological Bureau, 
and the Huafeng Group. We hope to develop 
some or all of the concepts above into a plan 
which would crystallise into a concrete 
engagement with the Shanghai World Expo 
2010. These discussions are at an active 
stage – keep a close watch on our website, 

www.iabm.org where updates will be 
posted as they become available.

Gerald Fleming

At the time of printing we are still work-
ing on the exact content of the event. 
But, we can promise lively debate 
aimed at trying to get our heads around 
Climate Change and it’s real effects. 

Following a planning meeting in Geneva 
on Friday 20th March, we are hoping to 
be able to provide broadcast facilities 
during the event.

We expect that the following dates will 

not change. But for up-to-date informa-
tion please check the web site. 

Members who are able to fund their own 
attendance should email the Secretary 
at secretary@iabm.org for more infor-
mation.  

Monday 31st August
Arrivals in the evening, welcome social.

Tuesday 1st September
Whole day conference to be held at 

WMO Headquarters.
  
Wednesday 2nd September
Morning - continuation conference held 
at WCC-3 venue in particular to set up 
synergies/ share best practice; press 
conference; in  the Evening - round 
table on communicating climate change

Thursday 3rd September
In the morning - departures 

Weather Broadcasters Conference as part of WCC-3
Monday 31st August to Thursday 3rd September

IABM at the World Expo in Shanghai 2010
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The New Role of Broadcast Meteorologists
By Paul Gross, Meteorologist and Executive Producer of Weather, 

WDIV-TV, Detroit, Chairman, AMS Committee on the Station Scientist

 

Broadcast meteorology has existed since the first weather report on 

radio but, until recently, most of us presented only the weather.  Now, 

our newsrooms and news managers are increasingly asking us to add 

science and environmental information to our broadcasts.  We are 

transitioning to the role of Station Scientist, rather than "just" being 

weather presenters.  We are recognized as our viewers' closest link to 

the scientific community and, thus, are the most trusted source of 

information about science and the environment.  Most importantly, we 

are the most qualified broadcasters at our television and radio stations 

to provide this information.  We can use our education and interest in 

science to add informational value to science and environmental 

stories, and our viewers trust us to put these stories in the proper 

context.  

 The American Meteorological Society placed a high priority on this 

new role for broadcast meteorologists by forming its Committee on the 

Station Scientist to help enable and encourage our colleagues to do 

more than "just" the weather.  It is a privilege for me to chair this 

committee, and I am happy to say that the Station Scientist session 

which my committee programmed at the 2008 AMS Conference on 

Broadcast Meteorology was extremely well received.  The session 

included an astronomy update by Kelly Beatty at Sky and Telescope 

Magazine, the results of a survey by Dr. Kris Wilson from Emory 

University about broadcast meteorologists' attitudes about climate 

change, the results of a survey by Emilie Lorditch at the American 

Institute of Physics on television audience opinions about science 

reporting, and my presentation about how to produce more creative 

science and environmental stories.  We also had two extremely well-

received panel discussions:  the first involved a news manager and 

two news producers offering advice to broadcast meteorologists about 

how to do more science and environmental reporting, and the second 

discussion was a distinguished panel of climate scientists fielding 

questions for over an hour.

 Feedback from this session was overwhelmingly positive.  Those who 

attended greatly appreciated the opportunity to improve their skills in 

this area, especially since so many of them received an outstanding 

college education in meteorology, but little formal training in journalism 

and television production.  It is clear from the many conversations I 

had at the conference that those weather presenters who include as 

much science and environmental information as possible in their 

broadcasts enjoy much greater respect and popularity from their 

viewers.  This is our new role, and I urge you to work with your news 

managers to make you the Station Scientist...the person they turn to 

whenever there is any story involving science or the environment.

Paul Gross moderating the climate change panel 

discussion. Photo taken by Will von Dauster of 

NOAA.

Without wanting to plagiarize too much (!), I found “it was 

the best of times, it was the worst of times” this past 

summer at two annual meteorological meetings that I was 

lucky enough to attend. 

The Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society held 

it’s annual Congress in the heart of West Canada’s wine 

region, Kelowna, B.C. in May 2008. The theme of the 

congress was “Water, Weather, and Climate: Science 

Informing Decisions”. 

www.cmos.ca/Congesses_Past/Congress2008/index.html

This congress was a “fully loaded, packed to the gills” chance 

to see and listen and learn about all the latest science 

 A TALE OF TWO MEETINGS  By Claire Martin
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currently under research in the field. There were roughly 5-7 

sessions going on at any one time across various halls and 

rooms from one another. Participants raced like excited 

teenagers at a high school career-day, from one room to the 

other, in the intervals between talks. 

There was a great buzz in the air during the “Aviation 

Weather” session when officials from Transport Canada (the 

federal agency that administers Canadian airports) had to 

defend their graphical use and partial issuance of various 

types of weather observations. Equally there was standing 

room only when operational forecasters got up to describe 

local case studies of extreme or severe weather across the 

country. Subjects under discussion ranged from “polar 

climatology”, to “the health issues of weather and climate”, 

through to “scientists involved in decision making processes”. 

Ours is most definitively no longer a “pure” science industry!

It was great to see such a large influx of younger participants 

at this congress. Many – still at university – came to check out 

the speakers and even to talk to us old farts about where we 

thought the future of the science lay! It was so rewarding to 

see such interest in a field that has recently struggled in 

Canada to attract “new blood”. 

It was however a completely different story a month later 

when I went down to the picturesque Mile High City of 

Denver, Colorado to attend the American Meteorological 

Society’s 36th Annual Broadcast Meteorological conference.

www.ametsoc.org/Meet/fainst/200836broadcast.html

America, for so long, has been the flag bearer for all things 

new and exciting in broadcast meteorology. Nowadays 

however the industry is suffering greatly from falling internal 

TV funding, diminishing advertising revenues and split 

audiences. And those diminishing numbers are starting to 

show up in this annual conference. Attendees were down, 

vendors participating were down; moral was down.

Now that being said, there was the usual packed schedule 

that included a short course on dual-polarization weather 

radar, sessions on severe weather, climate change and the 

now annual end-of-conference panel discussion. This year as 

well there were two new elements to the conference – a 

“station scientist” session (see Paul Gross’ article on page 4) 

and a field trip to NCAR/NOAA. This “off campus” side trip 

gave us all a unique opportunity to spend a day at the world-

renowned research facility as well time to chat freely and 

openly with researchers we rarely get full access to. 

The two meetings felt very different. One so full of life and 

expectation for the future; one, not so much. Here’s hoping 

that whatever the future does hold that these meetings can 

continue to be as vibrant and diverse as our two countries, 

and our weather!

The EMS Broadcast Meteorologist Award
At the meeting of the European Meteorological Society last September, in Amsterdam, veteran 
broadcaster Bill Giles was awarded this special prize. The citation read:

Mr. Bill Giles (O.B.E) has quite literally spent his entire career forwarding the field of Broadcast 
Meteorology. His long professional career encompassed decades on air work,culminating in his 
leadership of the team of Broadcast Meteorologists at the BBC Weather Centre. 
He has staunchly supported and helped to drive the developing industry of “scientifically sound” 
weather presentations with his constant mentoring of younger broadcasters.

In his acceptance speech, Bill was at pains to point out that he considered himself privileged to have 
worked in an industry that contained so many talented and dedicated people. He was grateful to have 
played a part in building a job into a profession.
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Climate change continues strongly in the 
Netherlands

31 July 2008 - The temperature in the Netherlands has risen much 

faster than the global mean.  The Central Netherlands Temperature is 

now about 1.5 degrees higher than around 1950.  This increase is 

twice as much as the rise in the global mean temperature over the 

same period.  The temperature in 2006 and 2007 was comparable to 

the temperature in France

Research conducted at KNMI shows that the difference is very unlikely 

due to natural variability.  The area of fast temperature increases 

extends over large parts of Europe.

This is one of the conclusions of "The State of the Climate in the 

Netherlands", the latest KNMI climate report in a series appearing 

every five years.

The last five years almost all seasons were warmer than normal in the 

Netehrlands.  Some were the warmest in at least three centuries – 

since the beginning of regular observations in 1706.  In spring and 

summer, the main factor influencing the fast temperature rise in the 

Netherlands were more sunshine and warmer southerly winds.  In the 

winter, the wind direction was predominantly south-westerly, bringing 

mild air into Europe.  There were very few episodes of cold easterlies.

The warmer climate also leads to more precipitation. 

The annual amount of precipitation in the Netherlands has increased 

by 18% over the last century.  The last few years have seen a 

remarkably large number of days with heavy precipitation.  The 

increase in precipitation in summer has been largest near the coasts.  

The cause of this increase is the warmer North Sea, which intensifies 

rain showers near the coast.  On the other hand, the last few years 

have also seen long droughts, which led to problems in agriculture, 

water management and energy production. 

The rising temperatures have led to unusual phenomena in the 

Netherlands, such as sidewalk cafés open in February, beach days in 

April and heating systems off in winter.  However, persistent heat in 

summer is a health risk for specific groups, such as elderly, chronically 

ill and obese people.  A warmer climate also gives rise to more 

frequent weather conditions that cause summer smog.  Climate 

change therefore forms an important factor in future air quality.
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In September, last year, the results of 
climate change modelling for Germany, 
Switzerland and Austria for the 3 IPCC 
scenario families A2, A1B and B1 have been  
published. REMO is a new approach to 
estimate climate change calculating for the 
first time  regional climate data in 10 x10 km 
resolution for the time period 1950-2100.  

At a first step the results of global climate 
models have been used as starting and 
boundary values in REMO with horizontal 
resolution of 50 km. The model area covers the 
entire geographical Europe. With the 
evaluation of the model data  some regional 
differences can be visualized.  

REMO is a modified version of the European 
Model which allows to carry out long term runs. 
It has been  developed at the Max-Planck-
Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) in Hamburg 
(Germany) to use input-data as: surface 
pressure, horizontal wind components, 
temperature, water vapour and cloud water 
content as prognostic variables. 

Horizontal resolutions between 1/10° and 1° 
are currently used for simulations covering time 
ranges from days to centuries. The following 
regions have been investigated with REMO: 
Europe, Arctic, Antarctic, Siberia, Indonesia, 
India, Brazil, Peru, Africa, North America, Baltic 
Sea, North Sea, North Atlantic and Pacific.

For interested users the REMO data are online 
available in the CERA databank free of charge. 
The metadata can be seen under http://cera-
www.dkrz.de. All inquiries are collected at 
World Data Centre for Climate (WDCC). The 
address is: 

WDCC, MPI-M, Bundesstrasse 53

D-20146 Hamburg

The summary of the basic results: the warming 
climate will also change Germany and there 
will be some significant changes in the 
environment:

The warming trend will be between 1  and 2.5 
°C until the middle of the century, if nothing will 
happen to reduce CO2-emissions Germany 
might well end up with 2.5 and more than 4 °C 
until the end of the century. 

 

The most significant temperature rise is 
expected to occur during winter, mainly in the 
Alps: +2°C until 2050, more than 4°C until the 
end of the century. Snow-fall-level will rise 
above 1500 m until the end of the century or for 
every degree of warming about 150 m. Bad 
news for all winter sport areas in the hill 
country in Germany. It will basically loose 
snow-cover until the end of the century, and 
skiing-areas in the Alps will decrease 
significantly.

The warming climate will go along with a 
variety  of consequences, which will add up in 
the future: 

 

Decrease of  ground water level during 
summer, especially in the southeast;

A higher potential for forest-fires, especially 
the south-western and north-eastern parts of 
the country;

An increase of heat-induced health problems 
(“heat-stress”), especially in the southwest;

Shortage of cooling-water with less summer-
precipitation for cooling of nuclear power-
plants, especially in the south;

Threat for flooding during autumn at the 
Elbe-river;

Danger of flood-surges with stronger storms 
in coastal areas;

Threat for coastal areas through sea-level-
rise which might reach levels between 1 and 
2 meter above normal sea level until the end 
of the century;

For entire Germany more extreme weather 
events are likely to occur

Climate change will also cause some positive 
effects:

A better agricultural output mainly in 
northern Germany;

Rise in red-wine production in the wine-
areas in southern Germany, wider spread of 
wine-growing to the north;

Less health problems due to cold weather;

Benefits in the tourism sector at the coastal 
areas with warmer summers and a rise  of 
the water-temperatures of the ocean. 

REMO – the Regional Model for Climate Change

Change of annual means of 
temperature (°C) from 1961-1990 to 
2071-2100 for a) A1B, b) B1 and c) 

A2.
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Change of annual  winter means of 
temperature (°C) from 1961-1990 to 

2071-2100 for a) A1B, b) B1 and c) A2.

Change of precipitation (%) during 
summer from 1961-1990 to 2071-2100 

for a) A1B, b) B1 and c) A2.

Time laps of hot days 
(>30°C) for 1961-1990 
and the 3 scenarios.

Days with snow cover for a) 1961-1990 
and the change 2071-2100 or a) A1B, 

b) B1 and c) A2. 
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BBC World News, the BBC's commercially 
funded international 24-hour news and 
information channel, is owned and operated 
by BBC World News Ltd, a member of the 
BBC’s commercial group of companies.  

BBC World News attracts 78 million viewers a 
week, is available in more than 200 countries and 
territories worldwide, and reaches 283 million 
households and more than 1.6 million hotel 
rooms.  The channel's content is also available on 
64 cruise ships, 42 airlines, 37 mobile phone 
networks and a number of major online platforms 
including bbc.com/news.  

BBC Weather has broadcast on the channel since 
it started with forecasts every hour at 27 minutes 
past the hour. In recent years operational 
requirements led to our durations being set at 
0’55” and 0’45”. Clearly there is a lot of weather to 
talk about when looking at the forecast from a 
global perspective and it has not always been 
easy to squeeze all that we wanted to say into 
those durations.

Weather has always been of significant interest to 
viewers on the channel and in 2008 the BBC 
Weather Centre has extended its output on the 
channel to include 2’00” and 3’00” extended World 
shows. These have enabled the weather team to 
provide more information about the forecast and 
go into more depth when required. For some 
viewers, these extended forecasts are available at 
57 minutes past the hour, depending on where in 
the world they are viewing from.

In September the latest enhancement to the 
forecast was the ability to provide peak time 
forecasts for each continent around the globe. It 
was felt that this was the only way to provide the 
significant detail the BBC has at its fingertips to its 
global audience. 

In addition to the scheduled forecasts the BBC 
Weather team can now provide severe weather 
specials to the World audience by producing short 
AV segments to the World News channel and 
Online. These are particularly useful to explain the 
latest storm track and hurricane forecasts – more 
time can be devoted to this potentially life saving 
information.

Laura Tobin, one of the newest members of the 
BBC weather team, spends a great deal of shift 
presenting weather on BBC World News. I took 
time out of her shift recently to ask her a few 
questions about presenting the weather to a 
global audience:

Q: What differences are there between 
presenting the World weather in contrast to 
your UK forecasts? The UK broadcasts are all 
discussed with the Chief Forecaster in conjunction 
with the regions.  I have to brief myself for the 
world broadcasts.  I look at what has been 

happening, what the current forecasts are in 
conjunction with the latest computer output and 
world notes prepared by the Broadcast Assistants 
at TV Centre.

Q. Isn't broadcasting to such a large audience 
daunting?
It's quite exciting as it’s a very diverse audience, 
business travellers, holiday makers, and people 
who want a quick hit of weather for where they 
are.  

Q. What is that hardest part of forecasting for 
such large areas around the world?
Making sure you still give as much information 
and detail as possible, especially if there is a lot 
going on.  It's then important to highlight the key 
weather events such as typhoons etc.

Q. What difference has the expansion in 
output made to your job this year?
It has been very enjoyable being able to show the 
knowledge we possess of world weather and give 
more detail to the viewer.  More broadcasting is 
obviously more time consuming so it is important 
to be organised and methodical when you are on 
shift. A typical shift at the BBC Weather Centre 
might require a presenter to deliver 20 broadcasts.

Q. What have the new weather forecasts meant 
for viewers?
The new extended weather shows mean that 
nearly every viewer will have a relevant forecast 
and the new targeted shows provide a more 
detailed forecast and also the chance to include 
more of an outlook.

Q. What's next for weather on BBC World 
News?
We will continue to target audiences at peak times 
and provide detailed forecasts delivered by 
forecasters like myself who have a wealth of 
knowledge about world weather that we are dying 
to share.

This year will be remembered for a significant 
expansion of our output on BBC World News and 
when looking forward to 2009, quantity and quality 
remain high on the agenda.  I hope that the BBC 
Weather team will be working even harder to 
produce more in depth severe weather shows and 
be striving to provide the most accurate forecast 
possible.

For further information on how to receive BBC 
World News, download schedules or find out more 
about the channel, visit bbcworldnews.com

Richard Chapman
Editorial Manager, BBC Weather Centre 

BBC World News
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Since its inception, weather radar has been effectively used for identifying the location of atmospheric targets such as raindrops, 
snowflakes, and hailstones. Meteorologists have had to resort to secondary means to identify what type of hydrometeor the 
radar is detecting – until now.
A few television stations in the United States have begun installing the next generation of radar technology, polarimetric radar. 
Also called dual-polarization radar, the devices emit simultaneous wave pulses with both horizontal and vertical orientation. 
(Conventional weather radars emit pulses only in the horizontal.) 
Through the use of algorithms which compare the horizontal and 
vertical signals, the radar operator can determine whether the radar is 
detecting frozen or liquid particles. In the warm season, differentiation 
can be made between liquid (rain) and solid (hail) precipitation. More 
accurate rainfall rate estimates are possible, because exaggerated 
radar returns caused by wet hail can be disregarded. Dual-
polarization also adds value to weather radar in the cold season, by 
helping locate the transition zone between rain and snow at cloud 
level.
Seven U.S. televisions currently operate polarimetric radar. The U.S. 
National Weather Service plans to upgrade 171 of its NEXRAD radars 
to dual polarization within the next few years.

More information on the web – 
KELO-TV million-watt dual polarization Doppler radar:  
http://www.keloland.com/weather/dopplerhd/

National Severe Storms Laboratory polarimetric radar page:
http://www.cimms.ou.edu/~schuur/radar.html

Dual-polarization radar - Jay Trobec

Dual-polarization radar display of a small hailstorm (encircled purple area southwest of Huron). Lightning symbol is of a cloud-to-
ground lightning flash collocated with the hail, detected in real-time by the National Lightning Detection Network.

Broadcast of a dual-polarization display during a television 
weather presentation. A telestrator (white line) is being 
used in real-time to indicate areas of frozen precipitation 
(light blue colour) to viewers.
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I have always considered myself 
most fortunate to be asked to 
move away from aviation 
forecasting to broadcasting on 
both radio and television. 

Through the conduit of the BBC I 
have been able to travel the world 
experiencing many different climates 
and I thought that this would cease 
once I had retired but, if anything, it 
has increased mainly as a speaker 
on cruise ships. 

My latest trip in March this year, n 
the P & O ship “Artemis” was the 
best yet travelling down the Amazon, 
into the south Atlantic and up into 
the Caribbean. Mind you the journey 
to start with was anything but 
pleasant since I had to go from 
London to Sao Paulo and then by 
internal flight to Manaus which is a 
large town on the Amazon in Central 
Brazil. The Amazon is the second 
longest river in the world (The Nile 
being some 150 miles, 240 Km 
longer) and carries by far the 
greatest volume of water with around 
20% of all the World’s river water that 
pours into the sea. By comparison 
the amount of fresh water leaving the 
Amazon in one day is equivalent to 
that leaving the river Thames in a 
whole year.

In the early part of its life the 
Amazon was much smaller and 
flowed into the Pacific, but once the 
Andes were formed by tectonic 
plates colliding it ceased to flow to 
the west creating a large freshwater 
lake that eventually burst its banks 
and started on its long journey to the 
Atlantic Ocean. 

It collects water from over 40% of 
south America through its thousands 
of tributaries flowing quickly at first 
but then meandering its way towards 
the sea. Being in the tropics the 
central basin can get some 400 
inches (over 10,000mm) of rain a year 
but it does not necessarily rain all 
the year. In fact the rainy season 
north of the equator is from June to 
August whereas to the south it is 
between November and March 
making it more like warm and humid 
monsoon climate. 

Farm land gave outside San Paulo 
gave way to dense forests as I flew to 
Manaus some 3 degrees south of the 

equator. Manaus is a city of almost 2 
million people which was founded on 
rubber in the 19th century. It was a 
warm and sultry day as I got my first 
glimpse of the mighty Amazon or to 
be more precise 8 miles up a large 
tributary called the Rio Negro. As its 
name suggests, the water in this 
river is black whereas the Amazon 
itself flows a muddy brown and due 
to the differing densities of the water, 
they do not mix very easily but flow 
side by side.

Flooding is a problem for the 
inhabitants on the banks of the river 
because of the large amounts of rain 
and more especially from the snow 
melt in the Andes and this can lift 
the river level by up to 40 feet (12 
metres) so most of the houses are 
built on stilts. On my journey down 
the river, diverting occasionally into 
some of the tributaries, the weather 
was invariably cloudy and although 
over the five days there were some 
large cumulus and cumulonimbus 
clouds giving showers there was a 
great deal of dry weather.

The river, at the end of the rainy 
season, was very high and as we 
approached the delta it was hard to 
believe we were still in a river 
because of its width but the muddy 
brown waters were a clue that we 
were.

Incidentally, the fresh water pushes 
out into the Atlantic for over 150 
miles (240Km) and even to this day 
ships still anchor in the outflow of 
the Amazon to remove barnacles 
attached to their hulls because these 
salt water organisms cannot live in 
fresh water.

We have to preserve the Amazon and 
its rain forest, which produce about 
20% of the Earth’s oxygen, by not 
chopping down the trees in such 
great numbers (almost 1% of the 
rainforest trees are felled every year) 
since the carbon dioxide they absorb 
every year is almost exactly the same 
amount produce by the USA.

The journey, for a meteorologist as 
well as a tourist, was absolutely 
memorable, the mosquitoes didn’t 
get me and I have now finished the 
malaria tablets, but the thought of 
the yellow fever injection lingers on.

Up the 
Amazon 

with Bill Giles OBE
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AccuWeather

Ask Innovative Visualis 
erungslösungen 

GmbH

BBC Weather Centre

CNN (Cable News 
Network)

Meteorlogix

MeteoMedia

RTE

SAM (Servicios 
Audiovisuales de 

Meteorologia)

The Weather Co.

The Weather People 
Ltd

Weather  One

WSI (Weather 
Services International)

The Association is 
grateful to these 

companies for their 
continuing support

 

These are the current committee members of the Association who were 
elected at the Annual General Meeting in October 2008. The 2009 AGM 
will be held during the Climate Conference 3 in Geneva (see page 3)
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For an international organisation, it is very 
difficult to provide ways for members to pay 
their annual subscriptions and keep down to 
administrative costs. Feepay, based in 
Ireland, now makes this simpler.

To start - follow the link on the home page of 
the web site www.iabm.org 

On the FEEPAY opening screen - select your 
payment type by clicking on the ADD TO BILL 
button by the side of your selection. 

You will see the yellow 'Value of Bill so far' 
reflect your choice. Ignore the Select Fee 
Type option at the top of the screen. 

Then click on the PAY BILL button from 
which you will be taken to the login screen. 

Create a new user name and password 
(unless you have done this before) and follow 
the instructions on the screen. 

There is a new way for Members to pay 
the annual subscription.

ALL payments are in Euros as our company is registered in Ireland. The US$ rate has been reduced to $50 to reflect the exchange 
rate against the Euro. Those members from  developing counties who are entitled  to have their subscriptions waived will still 
need to log on and pay a nominal 1 Euro to maintain their membership and ensure that they are registered on our database.


